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Investment Environment
U.S. equity indices continued to climb higher in the fourth quarter, as the domestic
economy showed resilience in the face of weakening global economies. Confirmation
that the Federal Reserve would be cautious in raising interest rates was also a boost for
domestic equities late in the period. Falling oil prices negatively impacted stocks tied to
the energy sector, but other pockets of the market fared well in anticipation that lower oil
prices would translate into stronger consumer spending.

Portfolio Manager:
Barney Wilson

Performance Discussion
The Portfolio had positive returns and outperformed both its primary benchmark, the
Russell 1000 Growth Index, and also its secondary benchmarks, the S&P 500 Index and
the Core Growth Index. As part of our investment process, we seek companies with
clearly definable and sustainable long-term growth drivers. These companies often have
a high barrier to entry, a notable competitive edge in an attractive, growing industry, or a
strong management team with a clear vision for the future of their company. We believe
that over a long time horizon, a collection of companies with these competitive
advantages should lead to compounded growth in excess of the market. This quarter we
were pleased to see a number of companies in our Portfolio put up impressive results
and further demonstrate their competitive advantages.
Apple was our top contributor. This stock was boosted by strong demand for its new
product, the iPhone 6. After strong gains over the course of the year we have trimmed
our position in the company. Heading into the quarter, we had maintained an overweight
to Apple, believing that the value of Apple’s ecosystem was misunderstood by the
market. Our basic view is that Apple is a strong brand and that as consumers get more
familiar with Apple products, they get more deeply entrenched in the Apple ecosystem,
branching out to buy new Apple products and returning to the brand when it is time to
update existing ones. Recent innovations by the company, such as its mobile pay service,
further entrench customers into Apple’s ecosystem. We see evidence of this trend by the
fact that household spending on Apple products continues to increase. While we still like
the company, we feel the value of Apple’s ecosystem is better understood by the
marketplace today.
NetSuite was another top contributor. The stock was up after the company beat
earnings expectations this quarter and also raised its guidance for future growth. We
believe the company, which provides enterprise resource planning (ERP) software and
applications to medium sized businesses is in a unique position as they bring a
simplified, cloud-based ERP offering to the mid market. In our view, the company’s cloudbased ERP solutions are a favorable choice compared to competitors that serve large
businesses, whose offerings are too complex for the typical mid-sized enterprise. We
expect long growth ahead for NetSuite now that it has reached a critical mass in the
number of reference customers who have tried, and are satisfied with, its offerings. With
those reference customers in hand, the sales cycle for gaining new customers should be
shorter.
Visa was another top contributor. The stock also reported earnings above consensus
estimates this quarter. We believe Visa is well positioned for long-duration growth as
more purchases shift from cash to plastic and electronic purchases. A recent decision by
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Executive Summary
• A strengthening U.S. economy
drove equity indices higher
during the quarter.
• The Portfolio outperformed its
benchmark during the period.
• With market valuations near the
higher end of historical
averages, we expect earnings
growth to be needed to drive
further stock price appreciation.
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Apple to work with existing payments companies to operate its
new mobile payment system, Apple Pay, is another positive
development for companies such as Visa. It is likely opening the
door for payments companies’ networks to provide the
infrastructure of other emerging mobile payment systems.
While pleased with the performance of most stocks in the
portfolio, we still had some stocks that fell during the quarter
and detracted from performance. Noble Energy was our top
detractor. While falling oil prices were a headwind for Noble and
other companies in the oil industry, we think there are some
important differences that set Noble apart from most other
exploration and production companies. We like that Noble has a
diversified, global production base, making the company less
exposed than other energy companies to a single commodity
price in one region. We also believe Noble does a good job of
finding potentially productive oil fields sooner, and therefore at
a lower price than its competitors. This is because the company
takes a longer-term view to acquiring productive oil fields.
Companies that take a shorter-term view tend to pay higher for
fields that will provide a more immediate boost to earnings.
While oil prices are a near-term headwind, we continue to like
the company’s long-term outlook.
Google was another detractor this quarter. The company has
been at odds with European regulators on a number of fronts
including data collection policies, alleged antitrust violations and
privacy issues, among others, which has been a headwind for

the stock. However, we continue to believe the company is set
up to experience considerable growth in the coming years. The
company’s Android mobile operating platform exists in a
duopoly with Apple’s mobile platform and we believe both
companies benefit from the rapid adoption and heavier use of
smartphones.
Finally, Colfax Corporation also detracted from performance
this quarter. The diversified manufacturing and engineering
company provides gas- and fluid-handling and fabrication
technology products to industrial customers worldwide. The
stock was down after Colfax missed earnings, due largely to
weaker demand from some of its end market in Europe and
also in the oil and gas industry. We continue to like Colfax’s
long-term growth potential, however. The chairman of the
Colfax’s board comes from one of the most successful multiindustrial companies of the past decade. That company had a
history of making shrewd acquisitions of industrial companies
operating in large, growing addressable markets that were very
fragmented. The company would then grow earnings by
consolidating these fragmented industries, and also by
emphasizing lean and efficient manufacturing improvements
with the companies it acquired. The chairman is implementing a
similar focus on industry consolidation and lean manufacturing
at Colfax, which we believe should lead to steady earnings
growth over time.

For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook
We like how our portfolio is positioned relative to the
benchmark heading into 2015. For much of the last three years,
a number of defensive, mega-cap companies with slower
earnings growth had large contributions to the index’s
performance. Despite their slower growth rates, these
companies saw considerable multiple expansion due to a
steadily improving economic outlook. These are not the types of
companies we tend to emphasize in our Portfolio. Instead, we
typically favor companies with a steady, but higher growth rate

in the range of 10% to 15% annually. These companies often
have competitive advantages that should allow them to maintain
those growth rates even when the economy is softer.
Today, many of the slower growing mega-cap stocks trade at
similar multiples to the “steady eddy” growers we tend to favor.
With market valuations not overly priced, but near the higher
end of historical averages, we expect earnings growth to be
needed to drive further stock price appreciation. In our view,
that should favor the types of steady, faster growing companies
we tend to own.
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Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 12/31/14
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

Apple, Inc.

6.09

0.66

Noble Energy, Inc.

0.67

-0.31

NetSuite, Inc.

1.95

0.46

Google, Inc.

2.55

-0.25

Visa, Inc. - Class A

1.87

0.38

Colfax Corp.

1.80

-0.20

Celgene Corp.

1.51

0.38

Google, Inc. - Class A

1.26

-0.20

Freescale Semiconductor, Ltd.

1.26

0.36

Antero Resources Corp.

0.58

-0.17

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/variable-insurance.

Top Contributors

Top Detractors

Apple: The world’s largest mobile device and computer
maker continues to be the beneficiary of incremental sales
opportunities and increased penetration in new geographies,
mobile service providers and product categories. We think it
has strong opportunities as its ecosystem continues to
attract new and potentially long-term subscribers onto its
platform and increase its addressable market as lower price
points draw new customers. We also appreciate
management's commitment to returning capital to
shareholders via dividends and stock repurchases.

Noble Energy: We feel this oil and gas exploration and
production company has a transparent path to achieving
significant production growth, which could lead to superior
cash flows and returns on capital relative to its U.S.-based
peers. The company's broad asset base includes both
development and exploratory resource opportunities, with an
extensive number of crude oil and natural gas projects in the
U.S. and internationally. We think Noble’s well-balanced
portfolio and strong financial platform will provide the
flexibility for it to prosper across economic and commodity
price cycles.

NetSuite: The company provides enterprise resource
planning (ERP) software and applications. We think the
company is well positioned to serve a large, addressable
market of medium sized enterprises seeking cloud-based
ERP solutions. In our view NetSuite’s cloud-based ERP
solutions are a favorable choice compared to competitors
that serve large businesses, whose offerings are too
complex for the typical mid-sized enterprise.
Visa: This global company connects consumers, businesses,
banks, and governments to electronic payments. We think
Visa is well positioned to benefit from the shift from
traditional payment methods (cash, checks) toward credit,
debit and prepaid cards. The company’s strong business
model has historically generated high free cash flow and
strong recurring earnings. We also appreciate that a
significant portion of its revenues come from outside the
U.S., including markets with significantly greater purchase
volume growth due to lower penetration of electronic
payments and higher consumer spending growth rates.
Celgene: This global biotechnology company seeks to
deliver truly innovative and life-changing drugs for the
treatment of cancer and other severe immune, inflammatory

Google: The Internet search engine leader is benefiting
from strong growth in mobile search (particularly in
emerging markets) through its Android software for mobile
devices. We think Android’s rapidly growing installed base
will provide the company significant control over its mobile
search and display advertising destiny. We also believe the
company’s mobile and tablet search business will more than
neutralize the impact of its declining desktop computer
search business in developed markets.
Colfax Corp: The diversified manufacturing and
engineering company provides gas- and fluid-handling and
fabrication technology products and services to industrial
customers worldwide. Colfax manufactures a range of fluid
handling products, including pumps, fluid handling systems
and specialty valves. As part of the company’s acquisition of
Charter International PLC in January 2012, U.S.-based
Colfax diversified its end markets by adding power
generation and oil and gas end-markets to provide more
stable revenues to its cyclical markets, such as marine and
mining, in our view. The acquisition also increased Colfax’s
exposure to emerging markets, which provide higher long-
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Top Contributors (continued)

Top Detractors (continued)

conditions. We see the potential for continued strong growth
ahead for Celgene’s blood-cancer-fighting Revlimid drug
franchise and believe its additional pipeline products could
further supplement this growth. Some of the new drugs that
could become meaningful contributors include Abraxane for
pancreatic cancer, Pomalyst for refractory multiple myeloma
and a recently licensed drug to treat Crohn’s disease. We
also appreciate management’s willingness to utilize free
cash flow for share repurchases and product acquisitions.

term growth opportunities. Additionally, we believe new
management can significantly improve the company’s
operating margins through productivity and efficiency gains
and combined with working capital management, should
generate substantial cash flows and enable the firm to make
additional acquisitions. In time, we think the company could
be become a large, multi-industrial conglomerate.

Freescale Semiconductor: A provider of embedded
processing semiconductors and related solutions,
Freescale’s products include microcontrollers, single- and
multi-core microprocessors, applications processors and
digital signal processors. We believe Freescale is well
positioned in attractive end markets such as automotive,
communication infrastructure and industrials. We also think
the company’s deleveraging and refinancing efforts should
accrete value to equity holders and benefit earnings growth.
Finally, we think the company’s new CEO, formerly the head
of Texas Instruments’ analog chip business, will improve the
company’s market share and gross margins.

Antero Resources: Antero Resources is an exploration and
production company engaged in the exploration,
development and acquisition of natural gas, NGLs and oil
properties. We like the potential of the company’s land in the
Marcellus and Utica shale basins, two areas that that have
been sources of prolific natural gas production at low costs.
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Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/variable-insurance. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
As of 12/31/14 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Aspen Janus Portfolio are: Apple, Inc. (5.85%), Comcast Corp. (2.99%), ARM Holdings PLC (2.75%), Endo
Health Solutions, Inc. (2.70%), Cadence Design Systems, Inc. (2.60%), Google, Inc. (2.45%), Air Products & Chemicals, Inc. (2.11%), Biogen Idec, Inc. (2.09%),
Home Depot, Inc. (2.08%) and Precision Castparts Corp. (2.08%). There are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other
securities mentioned in this commentary.
The opinions are as of 12/31/14 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
A Portfolio’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Portfolio may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Portfolio has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, portfolio holdings and
other details.
Foreign securities are subject to additional risks including currency fluctuations, political and economic uncertainty, increased volatility and differing
financial and information reporting standards, all of which are magnified in emerging markets.
Investments in derivatives can be highly volatile and involve additional risks than if the underlying securities were held directly. Such risks include
gains or losses which, as a result of leverage, can be substantially greater than the derivatives’ original cost. There is also a possibility that
derivatives may not perform as intended, which can reduce opportunity for gain or result in losses by offsetting positive returns in other securities.
Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the performance of those Russell 1000® companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth
values.
S&P 500® Index is a commonly recognized, market capitalization weighted index of 500 widely held equity securities, designed to measure broad U.S. equity
performance.
Core Growth Index is an internally calculated, hypothetical combination of total returns from the Russell 1000® Growth Index (50%) and the S&P 500® Index
(50%).
A Portfolio’s holdings may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus Capital International Limited. © Janus Capital International Limited.
Portfolios distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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